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Abstract: Relationships between the variability of annual, seasonal NAO and the annual and seasonal temperatures and relative humidity over Iraq have been investigated. The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data of the monthly mean surface air temperature and relative humidity over Iraq for the periods (1949-2011), (1949-2007) have been used in present paper. The corresponding monthly mean values of NAO index, SOI, and have been also used. Monte Carlo methodology as a linear correlation analysis has been used to obtain the correlation co-efficient between the mean surface air temperature and relative humidity over Iraq. The results show that surface air temperature in Iraq is significantly correlated with the climatic index NAO only for northern parts of Iraq. There is a significant negative correlation (-0.7) between surface air temperature over north part of Iraq in winter season and NAO index.
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1. Introduction

The North Atlantic Oscillation is a large-scale seesaw in atmospheric mass between the subtropical high (the Azores High) and the polar low (the Icelandic Low) in the North Atlantic region (Walker, 1924; Walker and Bliss, 1932; van Loon and Rogers, 1978; Wallace and Gutzler, 1981; Rogers, 1984; Barnston and Livezy, 1987; Hurrell, 1995). It is the dominant mode of atmospheric circulation variability in the North Atlantic sector throughout the year, although it is most pronounced during winter (Barnston and Livezy, 1987; Rogers, 1990; WCRP). The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) has attracted numerous and a wide range climatological investigations. One of the focuses of contemporary research is the extent of the influence on climate produced by NAO (Lucero and Rodriguez, 2002).

In winter, during positive NAO phase there is a positive snow/ice season surface air temperature anomaly over northwestern Eurasia, caused by enhanced advection of the warm Atlantic air and vice versa during the negative phase. The positive winter surface air temperature in Europe is caused by a positive NAO (Scheifinger, et al 2002). The significant relationships were also found between winter NAO and UK summer rainfall and wheat production (Kettlewell, et al 2003). Over North America as a whole NAO is associated with many significant changes across the continents, and a clear, but different, relationships between frequencies of weather type and NAO has been established (Sheridan, 2003). Bader and Latif (2005) used coupled ocean-atmosphere model found that a warm Indian Ocean produces a stronger NAO and a cold Indian Ocean produced a weaker NAO pattern. However, the changes in the atmospheric circulation above Estonia can only partly attributed to the intensification of the NOA during 1955-1995. Kysely (2002) discussed the relationships of heat waves in Prague and Basil with NAO index, where significant relationships were found. Based on an ensemble of climate change scenarios performed with global general circulation model of the atmosphere with high horizontal resolution over Europe (Terray, et al 2004), suggest that the end-of-century anthropogenic climate change over the North Atlantic-European region strongly projects onto the positive phase of the NAO during wintertime. That is an anthropogenic forcing may induce climate change over the North Atlantic-European region for the winter period through changes in occurrence of the NAO regimes, in addition to direct radiative forcing. Feidas et al (2004) examined the relationships between temperature variability in Greece and the atmospheric circulation indices of NAO. They found that the correlation coefficient was not significant during all seasons except winter. Hanna, et al (2006) discussed the relationships between Iceland climate and NAO in the period 1823-2003 and concluded that the existing relationships were not satisfactory, from all the mentioned above we can consider that The NAO can be seen as a reflection of the fluctuation of the normal winter tropospheric flow in the northern hemisphere.

The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) is defined as the difference between sea level pressure at Tahiti (145°W and 18°S) and Darwin (135°E and 16°S). SOI is coupled with EL-Nino3. Whereas, El-Nino is the name given to the phenomenon, which occurs when sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) in the equatorial Pacific Ocean off the South American coast becomes warmer than normal. Nino3 is defined as the sea surface temperature at the Pacific Ocean in the region (90°W-150°W, 5°S-5°N) [13]. The NAO, like the El Nin’o Southern Oscillation (ENSO), is one of the large-scale modes of climate variability in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). It defines a large-scale meridional oscillation of atmospheric mass between the center of subtropical high pressure located near the Azores and the sub polar low pressure surface near Iceland. Synchronous strengthening (positive NAO state) and weakening (negative NAO state) have been shown to result in distinct, dipole-like climate change patterns between western Greenland: Mediterranean and northern Europe.
north Scandinavia (Walker, 1924; Walker and Bliss, 1932; van Loon and Rogers, 1978; Rogers and van Loon, 1979).

In this study we investigated the main effects of the NAO and SOI on annually and seasonally air temperature and relative humidity over Iraq employing NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis project is using analysis/forecast system to perform data assimilation using past data from 1949 to 2011 for the monthly mean surface temperature and from 1949 to 2007 for monthly mean relative humidity composite over Iraq which has been provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA, and [26]. Furthermore, the corresponding monthly mean values of NAO index, SOI, and El-Niño have been obtained from the same establishment and also used in the present paper.

2. Data, Methodology, Geographic Area and Climate

For each grid point in the area of Iraq, seasonal and annual mean for surface temperature and relative humidity have been calculated using of the NCEP/NECAR reanalysis monthly data sets through the period of (1949-2011) and (1949-2007) for surface temperature and relative humidity respectively. The NAO and SOI composite mean comes from the same statistical manner. The local significance and calculation of correlation pat terns for a given seasonally and annually resolved means surface air temperature and relative humidity time series at each grid point is correlated with the climatic index (NAO and SOI) time series. Each grid point correlation is t-tested for local significance using [27], allowing for temporal autocorrelation according to [28] method. For field significance, the areal ex- tent of locally significant correlations in a correlation map. In present paper Monte Carlo methodology has been used. The field-significance statistic is the area-weighted average absolute correlation of a given correlation maps (considering only the locally significant correlations). The field-significance threshold is the 95th percentile of a 1000 member Monte Carlo population. Iraq lies between 29°5- to 37°15- N latitudes and 38°45- to 48° 45-E longitude Figure (1). Iraq is a country in Western Asia spanning most of the northwestern end of the Zagros mountain range, the eastern part of the Syrian Desert and the northern part of the Arabian Desert. Iraq shares borders with Jordan to the west, Syria to the northwest, Turkey to the north, Iran to the east, and Kuwait to the west and Saudi Arabia to the south west. Iraq has a narrow section of coastline on the gulf. The geography of Iraq is diverse and falls into four main regions: the desert (west of the Euphrates River), the island plateau (between the upper Tigris and Euphrates rivers), the northern highlands of Iraqi Kurdistan. The mountains in the northeast are an extension of the alpine system that runs eastward from the Balkans through southern Turkey, northern Iraq, Iran, and Afghanistan, eventually reaching the Himalayas. The desert is in the southwest and central provinces along the borders with Saudi Arabia. The climate of Iraq is characterized by sub-tropical, continental, arid to semi-arid with dry hot summers and cooler winters.

3. Result and Discussion

The seasonal and annual surface air temperatures and relative humidity over Iraq have been analyzed. The distribution of maximum and minimum seasonal and annual mean surface air temperatures composite and their locations over Iraq during the period of present study for each two considered climatological elements have been illustrated in Figures (2, 3). The distribution of maximum and minimum temperature is very important for determine the more convenient regions for agriculture development process Iraq. It was noticed that the mean surface air change from season to other during the study period. The maximum seasonal mean air temperature (38°C) has been occurred during summer season at the south region of Iraq, whereas the minimum seasonal mean air temperature (4°C) has been occurred during winter season at the north region of Iraq. The ranges of seasonal air temperature value are (4 and 16°C), (14 and 26°C), (28 and 38°C), (18 and 28°C), and (14 and 28°C) during winter, spring, summer, autumn and annual as shown in Figure (2)

Figure 1: Iraq geographical location
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temperature and their region over Iraq during the Period 1949-2011.

The temporal and spatial distributions of maximum and minimum relative humidity is very important for determine the more convenient regions for human morality Iraq. It was noticed that the relative humidity varied from season to season during the study period (1949 – 2007). The maximum seasonal mean relative humidity (85%) has been appeared during winter season at the north region of Iraq, whereas the minimum seasonal relative humidity (20%) has been occurred during summer season at the southern region of Iraq. The ranges of seasonal relative humidity value are (55 and 90%), (30 and 80%), (20 and 40%), (30 and 50%), and (30 and 65%) during winter, spring, summer, autumn and annual respectively as shown in Figure (3).

Figure 2: The temporal and spatial distribution of seasonal and annual mean surface air temperature over Iraq during the period 1949 - 2011 (a) Winter, (b) Spring, (c) Summer, (d) Autumn and (e) Annual.
Figure 3: The temporal and spatial distribution of seasonal and annual mean relative humidity over Iraq during the period 1949 - 2007 (a) Winter, (b) Spring, (c) Summer, (d) Autumn and (e) Annual.

Effects of the NAO on seasonal and annual temperature which illustrated in Figure 4 show the correlation of the seasonal and annual NAO with average temperature for the 1949–2011 periods. It demonstrates that the NAO exerted marked negative control over seasonally and annually temperature in the northern region, where the correlation was high (-0.7), (-0.4), (-0.6) for winter and summer and annually means in northern, western north, middle, south of Iraq respectively.

The Impact of the NAO on seasonal and annual relative humidity which illustrated in Figure (5) show the correlation of the seasonal and annual NAO with average temperature for the 1949–2007 periods. The results show that the NAO have not any control over seasonally and annually relative humidity in all regions in Iraq except the eastern border regions with Iran and the correlation was not exceeding than (-0.3), for summer, western south west regions was (-0.4).
Figure 4: The temporal and spatial distribution of seasonal and annual correlation coefficient between the temperature over Iraq and NAO during the period 1949-2011 (a) Winter, (b) Spring (c) Summer, (d) Autumn and (e) Annual
Figure 5: The temporal and spatial distribution of seasonal and annual correlation coefficient between the relative humidity over Iraq and SOI during the period 1949-2007. (a) Winter, (b) Spring, (c) Summer, (d) Autumn and (e) Annual.
Figure 6: The temporal and spatial distribution of seasonal and annual correlation coefficient between the relative humidity over Iraq and NAO during the period 1949-2007. (a) Winter, (b) Spring, (c) Summer, (d) Autumn and (e) Annual.

Figure 7: The temporal and spatial distribution of seasonal and annual correlation coefficient between the relative humidity over Iraq and SOI during the period 1949-2007. (a) Winter, (b) Spring, (c) Summer, (d) Autumn and (e) Annual.
4. Conclusion

Annual and monthly temperatures have significantly related to annual NAO. These relationships increased when using the monthly NAO and monthly temperature. Seasonal temperatures were associated significantly with annual NAO, and changed to higher significant level with seasonal NAO. The relationships were predominantly negative. Categories of NAO and their relationships also satisfied the objection of its categorizations. Negative NAO indices bring warmer conditions, whereas the positive NAO indices are associated with the opposite condition, these results were in apposite to that found over Europe-North Atlantic sector, confirming the well-known dipole teleconnections pattern between the Eastern Mediterranean and the North Atlantic Western Europe. This is climatologically sound, since positive NAO is associated with strong westerly circulation and moving depression over Europe and it is absent over the Mediterranean. The Mediterranean in this phase may be influenced by more meridional circulation. The NAO phases also shows clear and negative significant relationships with temperature.

The negative mode is associated with westerly wind and moving depression over the Mediterranean and brings mild and wet westerly maritime wind over the Eastern Mediterranean.

The results of this study lead to the conclusion that the North Atlantic atmospheric circulation (NAO) has strong impact and significant connection to the temperature variability over Iraq. Annual NAO results in predominantly negative relationships with monthly and seasonal temperature. These negative relationships were strengthened in the case of monthly and seasonal NAO and associated monthly and seasonal temperatures.
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